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to a world beyond our grasp, and not to be adequately
expressed in any words of our current speech. Spirit that can
be translated into a concept is a mental complex within
the boundaries of our ego-consciousness. It will not bring
forth anything, nor will it achieve more than we have put into
it. But a spirit that demands a symbol for its expression is a
mental complex that contains the creative seeds of boundless
possibilities. The most obvious and best example is the
effectiveness *of the Christian symbol, verifiable both from
history and from observation. If one looks without prejudice
at the way the spirit of early Christianity worked in the
mind of the limited average man of the second century, one
can only be amazed. But this spirit was creative as scarcely
any other has been. It is no wonder that it was felt to be of a
divine superiority.
It is just this clearly felt superiority that lends to the
manifestation of spirit the character of revelation and uncon-
ditional authority—a dangerous quality to be sure ; for what
we might perhaps call higher consciousness is by no means
always ' higher' in the sense of our conscious values, but
often reveals the strongest opposition to our recognized ideals.
Strictly speaking, we should only describe this hypothetical
consciousness as a/wider' one, in order not to arouse the
prejudice that it is necessarily higher, intellectually or morally.
There are many spirits, both bright and dark. One should
therefore accept the view that spirit is something relative not
absolute, that calls for completion and embodiment in life.
We find all too many examples of men so possessed by a spirit
that the man no longer lives, but only the spirit, and that not
in the sense of a richer and fuller life for the man, but in a
way that cripples him. In saying this I do not imply that
the death of a Christian martyr was a meaningless and
purposeless destruction—on the contrary, such a death can
also mean a fuller life than any other—I refer rather to the
spirit of certain sects that wholly deny life. What is to become
of the spirit when it has destroyed the man? The strict

